Create your own Break Cards

When making the break cards, personalizing them can be very beneficial. Although having basic
coping skills is a key element of break cards, adding a personal feature increases the likelihood that
the student will use the cards. This can be anything from putting pictures of the student doing the
activities next to their description to having the student help come up with ideas and names for the
various cards. You can even have older kids create their own break cards. Some basic coping skills
that are helpful to put in your break card set include:

Relaxation techniques (e.g., deep breathing, progressive muscle
relaxation)
Meditation
Using a calming object (e.g., stress ball, sparkle bottle)
Talking to an adult about how they are feeling
Stretching
Count to ten
Drawing
Reading

Example Break Card

Break Card
I feel
Choices:
1.
2.
3.

and I need a break.

The following is an example set of break cards. Feel free to print them out
and use these cards or use them as a guide when you create your own.
Deep Breathing

Read a Book

Breath in for 4 counts. Then hold it for 4
counts. Then breath out for 4 counts and
hold it for another 4 counts. Repeat as
needed

Reading a book can be very calming

Cuddle a Soft Toy

Use a Calm-Down
Object

Cuddling a soft toy and focusing on
our breathing can help calm us down

Squeezing a stress ball or playing with
something soothing can help calm us
down

Visualization

Meditate

Find a comfy spot on the floor or the chair. Close
your eyes and focus on your breathing. Start to
imagine a place that makes you feel calm and
relaxed. Try to imagine the details
(what it looks like, feels like, and sells like.)

Meditation can be helpful in calming down. Find a
comfortable position and focus on your breathing.

Draw or color

Talk it out

Drawing can be fun and relaxing. Try
using markers, crayons, pencils, or paint
to express how you are feeling.

Sometimes it helps to talk about your frustration
and other feelings with someone. Ask and adult to
“talk it our” using power talk
I feel_____________ Because _____ I need to____

Get your wiggles out

Go outside

All of us get wiggly sometimes. You can do jumping
jacks, push ups, dance around, or do a shake out.
Shake each hand and each foot ten times each, then
nine times, and so on until you only do one shake
each

Ask an adult to wo with you to the playground or
your backyard to run around or swing. Just being
outside can help you to calm down or just get your
wiggles out.

Take a walk

Write about it

Exercise and move-ment can make us feel better.
Ask and Adult if you can walk around to cool off.
Ask where you can go for your walk

Sometimes writing down what we are feeling can help
us to calm down.

